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Co-Authors Wanted

Limited-time Opportunity!

Co-author a book on Medicaid planning
I am the author of the leading consumer guide to Medicaid planning, How to Protect Your
Family’s Assets from Devastating Nursing Home Costs: Medicaid Secrets. Currently in its
third (2009) edition, this book has been exceptionally well received by the public as well as
professionals. Since the book has a national focus, I am now seeking well-qualiﬁed attorneys
to become contributing authors for their respective states. In exchange for your editing the
book as to state-speciﬁc changes, and the payment of a modest fee, you will have the exclusive
right to market your special state edition in your practice area.
 Use your books to market your practice.
 Use or sell them at seminars, talks, give to local assisted living facilities and libraries,
display them on your ﬁrm’s website, use as appointment give-aways, etc.
 Being an author gives you immediate credibility and expertise in a potential client’s eyes.

View the complete Table of Contents and Index here:
www.MedicaidSecrets.com
For more information on how to enhance your marketing
through this unique co-authorship opportunity, and for
detailed pricing, go to www.MedicaidSecrets.com/NAELA

Leading the Way in Special Needs and Elder Law SM

How it works:
• I would ﬁrst have to accept you
as being suﬃciently qualiﬁed to
be a co-author.
• You would review the existing
national edition and mark it up
for state-speciﬁc changes.
• I will then have your changes
typeset.
• Your special state edition will
include your name as co-author,
plus your photo and mini-bio
on the back cover, next to mine.
• You will receive 150+ copies of
your book for use in your local
marketing.

K. Gabriel Heiser, Phylius Press
(615) 397-8958
info@PhyliusPress.com

2010 NAELA Membership Renewals
Will Be In the Mail In October.

Membership renewal season for 2010 is right around the corner! NAELA will be
sending 2010 membership renewal notices in October. Please be sure NAELA has all
your correct information that you wish to see printed in the 2010 membership directory.
In order to be listed in the 2010 printed membership directory you must renew your
membership no later than January 15, 2010.
You can update your address information as well as renew your membership online by
logging on to www.NAELA.org. If you cannot locate your username and password let us
know by e-mailing lrose@naela.org!
Lastly, please be sure to let your accounting department know that NAELA’s payment
address has changed to Virginia (many times they have accounts payable addresses
programmed in their systems).
For further questions about membership or your renewal please contact Leah
Rose at lrose@naela.org or 703-942-5711 Ext. 222.
Don’t let your membership expire — you rely on NAELA for so many things:
• Online directory listing for referrals
• Legislative advocacy and public policy updates
• Specialized information through NAELA programs, chapters, sections, and listservs
• Interaction with other NAELA members
• Important publications like NAELA Journal and NAELA News
• Printed directory for NAELA member contacts and referrals
NAELA, 1577 Spring Hill Road, Suite 220, Vienna, VA 22182
www.NAELA.org • 703-942-5711
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NAELA News has two complementary purposes: to communicate
the activities, goals and mission of its publisher, the National
Academy of Elder Law Attorneys; and simultaneously, to seek
out and publish information and diverse views related to Elder
Law and Special Needs Law.
The views expressed in the articles are those of the authors
and do not necessarily reflect the policies of the publisher.
Statements of fact are solely the responsibility of the author.

Copyright © 2009 National Academy of Elder
Law Attorneys, Inc. Any use of the contents
of this publication without the express written
permission of the publisher is strictly prohibited.
Articles appearing in NAELA News may not be
regarded as legal advice. The nature of Elder and
Special Needs Law practice makes it imperative
that local law and practice be consulted before
advising clients. Statements of fact and opinion
are the responsibility of the author and do not
imply an opinion or endorsement on the part
of the officers or directors of NAELA unless
otherwise specifically stated as such.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Tang and Elder Law Attorneys
®

Stephen J. Silverberg, CELA

A

times the computing power of the computer on the Lunar
s I write this, its the
Excursion Module. So what were the other byproducts of
40th anniversary of the
the Space Program? Among the important items that were
lunar landing. Where
direct offshoots of the Space Program: the digital imaging
ever you turned there
breast biopsy system, laser angioplasty, ultrasound scanwere television specials, reports
and newspaper stories of the acners, the compact disc, air purification systems, cordless
complishment. I remember being
power tools, home smoke detectors, scratch resistant lenses,
allowed to watch television in sumcomposite golf clubs, improved golf balls, freeze dried
mer camp and witness Neil Armtechnology, kidney dialysis, and the ever popular Velcro.
strong’s first steps on the Moon.
The list goes on and on but one item is conspicuous by its
This got me thinking about what this accomplishment has
absence — Tang®. Contrary to public belief, Tang was not
developed for the Space Program but was chosen for the
meant to us over the past 40 years. On the surface, it was
Space Program because it already existed.
the desire for exploration and knowledge that drove this
What does this have to do with the practice of Elder
mission. However, the byproducts of the Space Program
“Once we know
Law and Special Needs Planning? Many of you may know
have affected us greatly over the past four decades.
background is tax-oriented. In 1980, a client came to me
Before the lunar landing, the power of a computer
something, and
wetold
find
was based on how large it was. Immediately after, smaller
me her husband was incapacitated. She wanted
became better. In fact, your laptop computer it
to know what kind of estate planning could she do in
hashard
over 100to imagine

what it was like
not to know it. Our
knowledge has
‘cursed’ us. And it
becomes difficult
for us to share our
NAELA is pitching a Doubleheader beginning with the Introduction to
Special Needs and Elder Law Program followed by the Public Benefits
and Guardianship Institute.
Introduction to Special Needs and Elder Law has a
terrific line-up of speakers and topics.
• Elder Law Ethics
• Nursing Home Issues
• Medicaid Issues
• Special Needs Law and Trust Drafting
• Planning for Incapacity
• Operating and Managing an Elder Law and Disability
Practice
• Representing a Client with Marginal Capacity
The Public Benefits and Guardianship Institute will be
presented in two simultaneous tracks — a Public Benefits
Track and a Guardianship Track.
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And on Saturday morning, a Veteran’s Administration
General Session covering VA benefits planning will be
held.
You definitely want to reserve your seat now for
NAELA’s 2009 Doubleheader. The program will provide
both education and networking opportunities. Its
been designed for both the newer and the seasoned
practitioner alike.
For more information, please visit www.NAELA.org or
contact NAELA’s Director of Meetings and Education,
Casey Anderson, canderson@naela.org.

continued from page 4

order to protect their assets. After extensive research, I
determined that a Supplemental Needs Trust could be
used to their benefit. I started using this technique more
and more, and suddenly I became an “accidental” Elder
Law attorney.

Stay Ahead of the Curve
Over the past 20-plus years, there have been numerous changes in the practice of Elder Law. The eligibility
provisions for Medicaid long-term care have been changed
at least three times. There have been numerous revisions to
the Internal Revenue Code that affect our clients; especially
the increase in the estate tax credit. Many attorneys have
seen their tax practices evaporate as the credit increased.
This is where the Elder Law attorney can begin to apply the
concepts originally used for tax-benefit planning in different ways.

Unlike the traditional estate planning attorney, the Elder
Law attorney is experienced in the use of trusts and other
devices to protect assets. Health care and taxes are only
two items that can deplete a family’s assets. By utilizing the
concepts learned over the years, it is a short reach to extend
asset protection devices used by the Elder Law attorney to
protect against depletion of assets from creditors, litigation,
and matrimonial issues. Doing this allows the Elder Law
attorney to provide a holistic approach to asset preservation planning. What it boils down to is, if family assets are
depleted by $50,000, does it really matter why? Whatever
the cause, the money is gone.
I envision one of the missions of NAELA is to help our
members maintain, restructure, and even reinvent their
practices in a changing environment. By expanding and
using techniques in ways that were not previously contemplated, the NAELA member can always be ahead of the
curve in providing quality services to their clients. ■
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE
Meeting Your Needs

I

n July, following the Board of Directors meeting in
New York, I took some time off, not only to recharge
from the press of NAELA business, but also because I
needed to drop my son off at camp in Maine.
So I had the chance to drive through most of the
northeast, which brought back several memories. When I
was growing up my parents sent me to my grandparents
in Connecticut for a week during the summer. They said
it was so I could spend more time with them. In truth, my
parents wanted a break from having three boys running
around the house, and since I was the oldest and often
the instigator of the trouble that ensued when we became
bored, I was the most logical choice to make the journey.
Admittedly, I enjoyed my time with my grandparents.
I learned to drive a tractor, work in a machine shop, and
make homemade tomato sauce. Those good memories were
followed by the not so good, such as seeing the debilitating
effects of dementia that afflicted my grandfather later in
life. Those thoughts once again brought into stark display
the importance of what NAELA members do for their
clients.
In a very real way, you, NAELA’s members, are the
Academy’s clients. Therefore, NAELA’s goal is to provide you
with the information and resources that can help you meet
the needs of your clients and run a profitable practice. As an
example, we’re currently working on renewals for the Experience Listings, which allow members to more specifically state
their fields of specialty in the Online Locator. This can prove
useful when referrals are being made or consumers are seeking specific legal expertise. If you don’t have an Experience
Listing and would like more information, e-mail Leah Rose
at lrose@naela.org.
Moreover, we have two back-to-back educational
programs fast approaching. The Introduction to Elder and
Special Needs Law provides a broad view of the profession,
focusing on those practitioners seeking to enter the field
or those attorneys wanting to expand their knowledge of
either Elder Law or Special Needs Law. The Public Benefits
and Guardianship Institute offers two distinct tracks: the
first concentrates on guardianship and capacity issues; the
second on public benefits such as Medicare Part C, the
use of reverse mortgages in Medicaid planning, and much
more. More information on these programs, scheduled
for November 5-8 in Jersey City, N.J., just a short train
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Peter G. Wacht, CAE

or ferry ride away from New York City, will be available
shortly.
Speaking of programming, the Board of Directors has
approved a return to the more traditional programming
schedule with four face-to-face programs in 2010: the
UnProgram in January, the Special Needs Law Program in
February, the Annual Meeting in May, and the Institute
in the fall. Our goal is to use this schedule to plan programming well beyond 2010 and ensure that these major
meetings rotate across the country every year. Therefore,
please pay close attention to the calendar of events here in
NAELA News and online for meeting dates and locations.
Public policy took up a large portion of the program at
the 2009 Annual Meeting, and deservedly so as the President and Congress seek to pass legislation on several major
fronts, the most prominent for NAELA being healthcare
reform. You can find the most current information on the
various healthcare reform proposals on the NAELA Web
site under “Government Affairs, Current Advocacy.” And
for the most up-to-date happenings, check out the OurGov
section of the weekly eBulletin. In late September we’ll
also offer a telephonic program hosted by NAELA’s public
policy specialists that will provide in-depth information
on pending healthcare legislation and what kind of effect
it might have on older Americans and those with special
needs.
I would be remiss if I didn’t offer my thanks to NAELA
members Shirley Whitenack, Sharon Rivenson Mark,
Janet Lurie, John Callinan, Robert Brogan, Eugene Rosner, Marielle Hazen, Robert Clofine, Lawrence Frolik,
and Stanley Vasiliades for their work on a joint amicus
curiae brief NAELA submitted with the New Jersey and
Pennsylvania NAELA chapters in the matter of Weatherbee
v. Richman. In short, the issue revolves around a recent
Pennsylvania District Court decision enjoining the state
of Pennsylvania from denying benefits on the basis that an
annuity income stream to the community spouse is really a
countable resource.
I hope this short drive through some of our current
activities provides a sense of the Academy’s broad scope
as we seek to strengthen the new NAELA by giving you,
our clients, the information, education and services that
will help you prosper as an Elder or Special Needs Law
attorney. ■

November 5-8, 2009
Hyatt Regency Jersey City • Jersey City, New Jersey

T

he National Academy of Elder Law Attorneys
is pitching a Doubleheader beginning with the
Introduction to Special Needs and Elder Law
Program; followed by the Public Benefits and
Guardianship Institute, November 5–8, 2009. Both programs will be held at the Hyatt Regency Jersey City, across
the river and with a tremendous view of the New York City
skyline at half the cost! Registrants can participate in just
one program or the entire Doubleheader. This is a unique
opportunity to lay the foundation with the Introduction
Program and pave the way to a more advanced program
focusing specifically on Public Benefits and Guardianship
issues.

The Special Needs and Elder Law Line-Up
The first program, Introduction to Special Needs and
Elder Law, has a terrific line-up of speakers and topics.
Peter Strauss, a pioneer among Elder Law attorneys and
one of NAELA’s first four Fellows, will provide the keynote address on the past, present and future of Elder Law.
Presenters include Charlie Sabatino (Elder Law Ethics);
Eric Carlson (Nursing Home Issues); Thomas Begley Jr.,
Joanne Jeffries, and Ron Fatoullah (Medicaid Issues); Patti
Dudek and Thomas Begley, Jr. (Special Needs Law and
Trust Drafting); Larry Frolik (Planning for Incapacity); Bill
Brisk (Operating and Managing an Elder and Disability
Law Practice); and Mary Alice Jackson and Ed Boyer (Representing a Client With Marginal Capacity). The program
will have much to offer attendees who are new to Special
Needs and Elder Law, as well as those wanting to expand
their experience as Elder Law attorneys.

Veteran’s Administration General Session
A Veteran’s Administration (VA) General Session will be
offered on Saturday, November 7, 2009. VA benefits planning has expanded and many are incorporating this field
into their practice, particularly in response to the recent
downturn in the economy and its potential impact on the
practice of Elder Law and to more comprehensively meet
the needs of the population we serve. General CLE credits
are being applied for; however, this session is also designed
to satisfy the minimum three hours of continuing education required by the Department of Veterans Affairs within
one year after receiving accreditation as a VA claims agent
or attorney as well as the CLE hours required to maintain
VA accreditation thereafter, thereby enabling those practitioners to formally represent clients before the VA. The Application for Accreditation as a Claims Agent or Attorney
(VA Form 21a) may be found at www.va.gov/vaforms/
va/pdf/VA21a.pdf and confirmation of accreditation by VA
must be received prior to taking the session.

Public Benefits and Guardianship Institute Tracks
The second program, Public Benefits and Guardianship
Institute, is designed to have two simultaneous tracks — a
Public Benefits Track and a Guardianship Track. The Public
Benefits Track is preceded by two excellent programs related to special needs planning and trusts and, thus, it does
not attempt to duplicate such efforts but rather educate on
a broader range of public benefit issues, such as Medicare
Part C, the use of reverse mortgages in Medicaid planning,
Medicaid Home and Community Based Waiver programs,
and more.
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The Guardianship Track is the first NAELA has ever
offered at one of its programs. You can expect to hear
topics pertaining to guardianship, covering Mediation,
Contested Guardianships, Alternative to Guardianships,
Functional vs. Medical Standards and Post-Incapacity,
and Post-Mortem Public Benefits Planning. Playing the
field for the second program include several renowned and
well-respected practitioners, such as Vicki Gottlich, Shirley
Whitenack, Cynthia Barrett, Professor Kim Dayton, Peter
Strauss, and NAELA Past Presidents Bernard Krooks and
Vincent Russo.
The program will close with a hot and timely topic,
Health Care Reform, presented by those in the organization who are in the thick of things when it comes to public
policy, and in anticipation that new federal legislation in
this regard will have recently been enacted. This session is
a must given the dramatic impact such reform will have

on health insurance coverage and long-term care benefits,
as well as Medicare, and will ensure that you are able to
counsel your clients on what is current and on how health
care reform will impact them personally.
Reserve your seat now for NAELA’s 2009 Doubleheader.
The program will provide both education and networking
opportunities and is for the newer and seasoned practitioner alike. For more information, please visit www.NAELA.
org or contact NAELA Director of Meetings and Education Casey Anderson canderson@naela.org. ■
Nancy P. Gibson, Esq., Chair, Introduction to Special Needs
and Elder Law Program.
Bridget O’Brien Swartz, CELA, Co-Chair, Public Benefits
and Guardianship Institute.
Kathleen (K.T.) Whitehead, CELA, Co-Chair, Public Benefits
and Guardianship Institute.

Join the team that’s shaping the future of your profession.

Call for NAELA Board of Directors Nominations
Nominations must be received no later than November 6, 2009.
Are you tired of sitting on the sidelines? Are you ready
to share your experience and expertise? Here’s your
chance to help lead the association dedicated to furthering the profession of Elder and Special Needs law.
NAELA is currently seeking members to serve in leadership positions on its Board of Directors. There are
openings for directors which carry a two-year term.
You can make a difference. As we continue to
strengthen the new NAELA, this opportunity to serve on
the NAELA Board of Directors will put you in the driver’s
seat.
The Benefit Package
• A role in advancing your profession.
• Exposure to a wealth of personal and professional
contacts.
• Access to up-to-date information about the challenges facing your practice in the future.
• The chance to exchange ideas and perspectives with
other volunteer leaders.
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Qualifications
• Demonstrated commitment to NAELA and the profession of Elder and Special Needs law.
• Strong background in committee and volunteer work
on a local and/or national level.
• A proven track record of affecting change.
• Ability and commitment to dedicate the time to prepare for and attend three in-person board meetings
per year and additional conference calls as needed.
• A proven team player.
• Sound judgement and integrity.
• Ability to subordinate special interests.
• Exemplary personal conduct.
We Want to Hear From You
If you are interested in serving or know of potential candidates, please send a letter of interest and a résumé
to: Peter Wacht, CAE, Executive Director at NAELA,
1577 Spring Hill Road, Suite 220, Vienna, VA 22182;
e-mail pwacht@naela.org; 703-563-9504, fax.

NAELA Member Benefit Program
The National Academy of Elder Law Attorneys’ (NAELA) Member Benefit Program provides special
offers to NAELA members on a variety of products and services.
You can look forward to receiving information directly from these vendors by contacting them for further
information. NAELA will announce new partners as they are approved. Meanwhile, we encourage you to
take full advantage of this member service and reap the benefits of your NAELA membership!
NAELA does not imply warranties to the products or services offered by Member Benefit Partners.
Amicus Creative Media
www.amicuscreative.com
1-877-269-0076
Product Information: Comprehensive
attorney web site system that includes
custom web site design, search engine
optimization, customizeable legal
content, e-mail address setup, and
domain registration. Benefit to Members:
20% discount off the design fee.
Bank of America
www.newcardonline.com
1-866-738-6262
(NAELA priority code FAC6C7)
Product Information: No annual fee
Platinum Plus Visa card. Around-theclock fraud protection, 24-hour service
from courteous, helpful representatives,
quick, secure online access to your
account and free additional cards for
those authorized to make charges
on your account. Benefit to Members:
Customized NAELA program including
NAELA-branded credit card.
Docubank
www.docubank.com
610-667-3524
Product information: Emergency storage
and retrieval service for living wills
and other advance medical directives.
Benefit to Members: 33 percent discount
on fees (1 year = $20, 5 year = $60).
Complimentary memberships to
attorneys and all their staff.
FedEx
https://advantagemember.visionary.
com/4973/
1-800-MEMBERS
(1-800-636-2377, 8 am. - 6pm. EST, M-F)
NAELA passcode 6PVQPW
Product information: There is no cost
to enroll in the FedEx Advantage®
Program and there are no minimum
shipping requirements. Benefit to
Members: Up to 21 percent on select
FedEx Express® U.S. services. Up to
12 percent on select FedEx Ground®
services. Up to 10 percent on select
FedEx Home Delivery® services. If you
create your shipping labels online using
FedEx Ship Manager® at www.fedex.
com, you can receive an additional
5 percent discount on eligible FedEx
Express shipments.

Hertz
1-800-654-2200
Hertz Discount CDP# 1673984
Product Information: With 7,000 locations
in more than 150 countries, Hertz is
able to offer special discounts on car
rentals worldwide. Benefit to Members:
Ten percent discount on Hertz Standard
daily, weekend, weekly and monthly
rates. Five percent or greater discount
on Hertz Leisure daily, weeknd, weekly
and monthly rates.
Interactive Legal Suite
www.interactivelegal.com
sales@interactivelegal.com
321-252-0100
Product information: Comprehensive
collection of intelligent drafting systems
that work synergistically, sharing data
and common processes. Benefit to
Members: Ten percent discount off Elder
Law and Special Needs Planning. Use
Promo code NAE01. In addition, license
Elder Law and Special Needs Planning
Professional Version and the company
will pay (or reimburse) your NAELA
dues for one year (applies to first year
subscription only). Use Promo code
NAE02.
NAELA CareerCenter
http://careers.naela.org
Product information: Highly specialized
career center provides focus to Elder
and Special Needs Law firms with free
search function for applicants. Benefit to
Members: NAELA members receive 25
percent off a single 30-day job posting
and 30 percent off multiple (three, five
and ten) 30-day job postings.
Premier Software
www.premiersoftware.com
856-429-3010
Product information: Installation
and training of Elder Law Feature
Package software for elder law
practices. Benefit to Members:
Ten percent off Elder Law
Feature.

Give this handy desk reference to your office manager.

VSA, Inc.
http://www.vsaprospecting.com/
centers-influence.htm
Valerie.schlitt@vsaprospecting.com
1-856-547-3500
Product Information: VSA implements
programs to build and expand Elder
Law Attorneys’ base of professional
referral sources. Through list research,
targeted mailings and telephone
calls, Elder Law Attorneys meet other
professionals (assisted living facilities,
discharge planners, etc.) who can
refer business. Benefit to Members: Ten
percent discount to NAELA members.
Westland Remembers, Inc.
www.westlandremembers.com
1-800-622-0722
Service Information: Westland
Remembers provides personalized
long-term beautification and
maintenance services at a family’s
gravesite anywhere in the United
States and Canada for a one-time
cost with services provided for 20
years — longer if desired. Color
photographs of the family cemetery plot
are forwarded to designated persons
twice annually. Westland’s Irrevocable
Burial Maintenance Contract qualifies
as an “acceptable spend down” for
Medicaid planning purposes. Benefit to
Members: NAELA client families receive
two additional years of personalized
care and maintenance at their family
gravesite (total of 22 years) at no
additional cost.

FEATURED MEMBER

The Consummate
Professional
Fay Blix
By Doris Hawks, Esq.
Powley Award winner and NAELA Fellow Fay Blix challenges and inspires us.

I

n November 2001, those in attendance at the luncheon when Fay Blix was presented the NAELA
Powley Award were moved to tears by her remarks.
We were still recovering from the events of “9/11”
and newly aware of the meaning of a terrorist attack on our
own beloved country. Fay reminded us of another terrorist
attack in our midst with her words:

“

Alzheimer’s disease is a terrorist attack on the
tower of the soul. It strikes without warning. It is no
respecter of persons. Striking first at the top. A brain
under attack. Slowly, incrementally, insidiously ...
synapses dissolve, gooey plaques clump, and tangles
mangle and strangle life-giving neurons. ‘Death by a
thousand subtractions.’
A life catapulted into an excruciating fade.
Circuit breakers of the soul switch off one by one
— imploding the structure into a pileup of tangled
neurons, burying the self in oblivion, ravaging other

Doris Hawks, CAP, also a NAELA Fellow, practices with the
firm of Hawks & Comfort in Los Altos, Calif.
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victims in its wake. Caregivers rush in to rescue
pieces from the rubble, only to be placed at risk
themselves.
And then I watched the incredible courage, bravery,
and dedication of the New York firefighters and police
as they risked all to save lives. And I watched the
nation come together, showing more love, more care,
more generosity than I would have ever believed to be
possible.
And I wondered…
Could we, as Elder Law attorneys, work with families
with loved ones who suffer from Alzheimer’s disease
and help them salvage their precious legacy? Could
we protect caregivers caught in the mayhem and fight
for access to quality care for those who can no longer
speak for themselves? Could we be among the best
and the bravest, unwilling to miss ANY opportunity to
make a difference.

”

Fay challenged us to change the landscape in our communities for those suffering from Alzheimer’s disease and
other challenges of aging.

Rural Roots
Raised on a farm in southern Saskatchewan, Canada,
three-and-one-half miles from the nearest village, Fay, like
many of her elder clients, experienced the financial stress
of unlucky farming. Her childhood home did not have
electricity or indoor plumbing.
“I used to be a little embarrassed and ashamed about my
background,” says Fay. “However, in a crazy kind of way, it
now serves me well as my childhood experience is similar
to that of most of my clients even though they are often
years older than I am. I’m able to understand them in a
way I never could have had I not come from where I did.”
Fay has not always been an attorney. In the ’70s, she
chaired the Department of English at Canadian Union
College and later served as Dean of Women at Walla Walla
College in Washington. Fay claims the skills she learned in
mediating roommate and other quarrels taught her about
people and now help her as she works with families in
conflict.

Making a Difference at NAELA and in People’s Lives
When the break up of her marriage forced her to leave
Washington state, she moved to California and enrolled in
law school at Western State University. There, she learned
that the law could make a difference to the lives of people.
However, she soon became disillusioned with civil and
family law. She recalled a news item about the formation
of the National Academy of Elder Law Attorneys and in
November 1989 became a NAELA member and started
her own Elder Law practice.
Fay became the public policy voice of the Orange
County Alzheimer’s Association, guiding advocates, legislators, staff, professionals at all levels, Elder Law attorneys
and those involved in any field where law or regulations
impact the qualify of life of persons with dementia. Her
vigorous advocacy for those living with Alzheimer’s disease
and her role in translating the messages of public policy is-

Fay Blix is a vigorous advocate for those living with Alzheimer’s
disease. A NAELA Fellow and Powley Award winner, Fay has
also been recognized by the National Alzheimer’s Association
with the Maureen Reagan Outstanding Advocate award.

sues to the general public brought her recognition from the
National Alzheimer’s Association when she was awarded
the Maureen Reagan Outstanding Advocate award. We
in NAELA have seen our Public Policy efforts toward
Alzheimer’s disease and in health care decision-making
inspired and guided by Fay.
But Fay’s efforts and her contributions to NAELA both
as a presenter in our programs and behind the scenes have
touched virtually every area. She served on the NAELA
SR-PAC Board beginning at its inception. She helped to
write and grade CELA exams for several years and chaired
the CELA Certification Review. She has been a member of
the Health Care Section steering committee, the Program
Committee, and Chair of the Telephonic Seminar Committee. As a founding member of the Southern California
Chapter, she has served in every position on their executive
committee and inspired the rest of us in California with
her policy efforts.
As a non-Fellow, Fay served on the NAELA Fellows Selection committee for two years. In 2007, she was selected
to be one of the NAELA Fellows and, once again, inspired
us with her words in her acceptance speech for that award.
She asked us then to look at the hands of our clients
and remember, with them, the tasks of living and helping
which those hands have accomplished. As I do so, I am
reminded of all that Fay’s hands have given us and of the
inspiration she has been for us. Thank you, Fay. ■
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POLST: Life Support
for Advance Directives?
By Fay Blix, CELA

D

espite the high expectations of those involved
in the passage of the Patient Self Determination Act1 in 1990, the goal of having the
majority of Americans engage in advance
health care planning and having such end-of-life decisions
consistently honored by health care providers has yet to
be achieved. In 2005, the President’s Council on Bioethics indicated that less than 25 percent of Americans had
executed a living will and only 16 percent of those living
wills were made part of patients’ medical records.2 Even
if advance directives were part of a patient’s chart, the
SUPPORT study showed that physicians found living wills
vague and had difficulty understanding patient preferences.3 In a 2004 survey, a startling 65 percent of physicians
indicated they would not follow a living will if that living
will was in conflict with the physicians’ own personal views
about appropriate care.4
It is little wonder that titles such as “The Illusion of
Patient Choice in End-of-Life Decisions,”5 “Confronting the
‘Near Irrelevance’ of Advance Directives,”6 “The Dangers of
Directives or the False Security of Forms,”7 and “Enough:
The Failure of the Living Will,”8 have begun to surface in
legal/medical literature. Clearly, advance directives have not
universally prevented unwanted or medically ineffective endof-life care. Advance directives, it seems, are not enough.
A promising recent trend implementing Physician
Orders for Life-Sustaining Treatment (POLST) in various states appears to be changing the way in which medical institutions are respecting patients’ wishes concerning
end-of-life care.9 POLST is simply a pre-printed form that
translates the patient’s wishes concerning commonly faced
end-of-life decisions into medical orders following a significant patient-physician discussion. It typically addresses
issues concerning cardiopulmonary resuscitation, diagnosFax Blix, CELA, CAP, Laguna Hills, Calif., is a NAELA
Fellow and Powley Award winner.
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tic testing, intravenous fluids, tube feeding, antibiotics, and
transfers from the hospital to the nursing home.
It is a form signed by both the patient and the physician, or the patient’s representative in the event of the
patient’s incapacity. The form is usually a bright color,
typically Pulsar Pink, and is to occupy a prominent place
in the patient’s medical record. It is designed to be a mobile
medical order that travels with the patient from one care
setting to another. In essence, it is a communication from
the patient’s doctor to other health care providers that they
are ordered to follow these specific orders regarding lifesustaining treatment.
The POLST paradigm was initiated in the early ’90s
when Oregon Health and Sciences University convened a
multidisciplinary task force over a four-year period to address the issues of transfers of very frail, seriously ill patients
from nursing homes to hospitals. The intent of the program
was to translate advance directives into physician’s orders to
increase the likelihood of having patients’ wishes concerning
end-of-life treatment followed.10 As a result, Oregon has the
lowest rate of in-hospital deaths in the country.11
Given the success of Oregon’s program, more and more
states have followed suit. Charlie Sabatino, NAELA Fellow
and a past President, is a member of the National POLST
Paradigm Initiative task force. The states have used various methods to implement POLST as an accepted part of
medical practice. Some states have passed statutes to create
POLST programs. Other states have pursued POLST programs by promulgating regulations while still other states
have interested professionals engaging in simple grassroots
advocacy to make POLST a best practice standard of care.
The POLST paradigm program may be known by
another name depending on the state. New York calls its
program Medical Orders for Life-Sustaining Treatment
(MOLST). Tennessee calls its program Physicians’ Order For Scope of Treatment (POST). North Carolina has
named its program Medical Orders for Scope of Treatment

California’s POLST documents to be printed on Pulsar pink paper, which can be photocopied and faxed.

(MOST) and Nevada calls its program Summary of Physicians Orders For Scope of Treatment (SPOST). Regardless
of the name, however, the idea is the same: converting
patient preferences for life-sustaining treatments into immediately actionable medical orders.12
Research is beginning to show that medical treatments
administered are matching POLST form instructions more
frequently than previously reported for advance directives
and that the POLST orders are consistent with treatment
preferences.13 It is also proving to be useful in the hospice
community as well.
There is a call by professionals for POLST to be instituted
as nationwide standard practice.14 Even the American Bar
Association adopted the following Resolution in August
2008:
The American Bar Association urges federal, state, tribal and
territorial legislative bodies, governmental agencies, and health
care providers to establish and support decision-making protocols
to ensure that the wishes, including those expressed in any prior
advance directive, of those who have advanced chronic progressive illnesses are appropriately translated into visible and portable
medical orders such as “Physicians Orders for Life-Sustaining
Treatment” or “POLST,” that address higher probability medical contingencies including hospitalization, cardiopulmonary
resuscitation, artificial nutrition and hydration, antibiotics, and
ventilation.15

My own state, California, has just enacted its POLST
program on January 1, 2009.16
The California Health Care Foundation selected the
Coalition for Compassionate Care to oversee efforts to
implement POLST in local communities, to create standardized approaches to POLST statewide and to develop
policies and education curriculum materials for statewide
implementation at various levels of care. (Illustration 1,
California’s POLST form.)
It is important to note that POLST supplements rather
than supplants advance directives. However, practically
speaking, no matter how beautifully worded the advance
directive, no matter how good the advocacy skills of the
agent, an advance directive merely remains the patient’s
requested preferences. In addition, if the advance directive never makes it into the medical chart, but remains
safely tucked away in the patient’s safe deposit box at the
local bank, what use does it serve? The clear advantage of
POLST is that it forces patients, families, and health care
providers to talk.
The talk doesn’t end there, however; the talk is then
translated into actionable orders, a language the health care
system can understand. Since the POLST form is signed
by a physician, there is a greater chance these orders will be
better understood by nurses and other health care professionals who will care for the patient in the future. Since the
POLST form is a doctor’s order, is highly visible, travels with
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the patient’s medical records, and must be honored across all
care settings, there is a far greater chance of compliance.
Of course, no program is without its imperfections, particularly when it is being implemented in a broken health
care system. There are bound to be turf wars between hospitals and doctors should a particular signing physician not
have privileges in a particular hospital. There are bound to
be physicians who take a short cut and don’t have meaningful discussions with patients and merely sign forms that
have been completed by others.
Occasionally, the POLST may conflict inexplicably
with the advance directive. A patient may suffer a medical
condition not contemplated by the POLST form. There is
a danger that unscrupulous providers could be influenced
by the patient’s financial circumstances rather than the patient’s wishes. Vigilance will always be necessary in advance
care planning.
However, the POLST program holds much promise and
it is my hope that it will be embraced by elder law attorneys across the country. Carefully drafted advance directives can serve to enhance the POLST discussion between
patient and physician. There is no need for attorneys to feel
threatened and upstaged by a two-page hot pink form.
If the central goal of advance care planning is to have
our clients’ wishes honored, then encouraging our clients
to have both advance directives and POLST forms should
become standard practice. If I could know that the POLST
form succeeded in getting my frail elderly client and her
doctor talking about what matters to her more than almost
anything else — a “good death” — then I shall feel gratified indeed! ■

Footnotes
1 Pub. L. 101-508, codified at 42 USC §1395.
2 The President’s Council on Bioethics, “Taking Care:
Ethical Caregiving in Our Aging Society,” U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. (September
2005), 71, 75-76.
3 Russell Phillips, et al., “Findings From SUPPORT and
HELP: An Introduction,” Journal of the American Geriatrics Society, 48: S1-3 (2000).
4 Harden, S.B., Yusufaly, Y.A., “Difficult End-of-Life
Treatment Decisions: Do Other Factors Trump Advance
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Directives?” Archives of Internal Medicine, 164: 1531-33
(2004).
5 Orentlicher, David, “The Illusion of Patient Choice in
End-of-Life Decisions,” 267 JAMA 2101-2104 (1992).
6 Dresser, Rebecca, “Confronting the ‘Near Irrelevance’ of
Advance Directives,” 5 J. Clin. Ethics 55-56 (Spring 1994).
7 Hoffman, Diane E., Sheryl T. Zimmerman and Catherine J. Tompkins, “The Dangers of Directives or the
False Security of Forms,” 24 J. of Law, Medicine & Ethics 5 (1996).
8 Fagerlin, Angela and Carl E. Schneider, “Enough: The
Failure of the Living Will,” 34 The Hastings Center
Report 30-42 (March-April 2004).
9 Hickman, Susan E., et al. “The POLST (Physician
Orders for Life-Sustaining Treatment) Paradigm to
Improve End-of-Life Care: Potential State Legal Barriers
to Implementation,” 36 J.of Law Medicine & Ethics 119,
119-20 (2008).
10 http://www.ohsu.edu/polst/patients.shtml.
11 Tolle, Susan, et al. “Oregon’s Low In-Hospital Death
Rates: What Determines Where People Die and Satisfaction with Decisions on Place of Death?,” Annals of
Internal Medicine, 130:8, 681-82 (April 20, 1999).
12 www.polst.org.
13 Tolle, Susan, et al, “A prospective study of the efficacy
of the PO(L)ST: Physician Order For Life-Sustaining
Treatment,” J. Am. Geriatric Soc. 1998; 46:1097-1102;
M.A. Lee, “Physician Orders For Life-Sustaining
Treatment (POLST); Outcare in a PACE program.
Programs of All-Inclusive Care for the Elderly.” J. Am.
Geriatric Soc.: 2000; 48:1219-1225; J. Meyers, et al.
“Physician Orders for Life Sustaining Treatment Form:
Honoring end-of-life directives for Nursing Home
Residents.” J. Gerontol. Nurs. 2004; 30:37-46; Susan
E. Hickman, et al., “Use of the Physician Orders for
Life Sustaining Treatment (POLST) Paradigm Program in the Hospice Setting,” J. of Palliative Med.
2009 12, No.2, 133-141.
14 L.C. Hanson & M. Erzek, “Meeting Palliative Care
Needs in Post-Acute Care Settings,” 295:6 JAMA 681,
681-86 (2006); editorial, “Withholding Resuscitation
in Prehospital Care, 144:9 Annals of Internal Med., 692,
692-93 (May 2, 2006).
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Resting in Pieces

Traditional Estate Planning
Fosters Family Disharmony
By Timothy P. O’Sullivan, Esq.

I

f given a choice between preserving family harmony and maximizing the value of assets passing to family members upon their deaths, most
parents unquestionably would choose to preserve
family harmony. Thus, it is ironic that the topic of
family harmony is largely absent from estate planning
seminars, publications, and even the practice of estate
planning.1 During the first two decades of my practice,
I marched blithely with the vast majority of my peers,
giving little more than a modicum of deference to this
issue.
I am now convinced that this long-standing professional neglect is the primary cause of the high incidence of family disharmony in the estate planning
Timothy P. O’Sullivan is a partner with Foulston Siefkin LLP and the author of
“Family Harmony: A Far Too Frequent Casualty of the Estate Planning Process,”
published in the May 2007 edition of the Elder’s Advisor, a publication of Marquette University School of Law.
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and administration process, its
consequence being higher legal and
administrative costs and the oftencompromised integrity of estate
plans. This article summarizes several
selected strategies, most of which are
only rarely employed in the estate
planning process, which can significantly reduce, if not avoid, family
disharmony in that most vulnerable
of situations when adult children
become primary beneficiaries under
their parent’s estate plan. This usually
occurs upon the death of the surviving parent.

Choice of Financial Fiduciary
The choice of a fiduciary to
administer the estate or revocable
trust when children become primary
beneficiaries is probably the single
most important decision impacting
family harmony. A parent’s normal
predilection is to name a child as
such “financial fiduciary.”2 However,
personal experience and inquiries of
scores of estate planning professionals

have led me to conclude that choosing a child as financial fiduciary in a
multi-child family causes significant
family disharmony at least a third of
the time.3
The reasons are legion and well
known to estate planners. Nonfiduciary children may resent the
parental choice of financial fiduciary.
Disputes frequently arise over myriad
administration and communication
issues involved in the administration
process. Occasionally, siblings even
sue a sibling financial fiduciary for
financial loss from perceived or actual
fiduciary inattention, negligence, or
malfeasance.4 Children’s objectivity,
whether as a financial fiduciary or as a
non-fiduciary, is unavoidably compromised by their conflicting financial
interests in the estate or trust, if not
also by sibling rivalry, inimical family relationships, and the emotional
volatility accompanying parental
loss. A family cauldron of suspicion,
second-guessing, discontent, confrontation, and even outright enmity
often results, occasionally fomented
by fractious in-law participation.
Parents often dismissively conclude
this prospect “can’t happen in my
family” or “I don’t have much to fight
over.” However, the risk of family disharmony usually has a greater correlation with the number of children and
in-laws than estate value. Additionally, estate and trust administration
is a legal and financial matter which
is hindered, not furthered, by family
dynamics.
Choosing an experienced thirdparty fiduciary, such as a corporate
fiduciary or certified public accountant, lends professional objectivity
and competency, greatly reduces

There are several strategies which can significantly reduce, if not avoid, family
disharmony in that most vulnerable of situations when adult children become primary
beneficiaries under their parent’s estate plan.

family disharmony risks, and relieves
a child or children of this administrative burden usually unappreciated by
siblings.5 Even under the rosiest of
scenarios where a child would have
managed the estate or trust to the
same economic benefit as an experienced third party fiduciary, the net
additional cost of having a professional fiduciary is normally quite modest,
perhaps averaging no more than one
to two percent of the underlying assets. In less salutary scenarios, it can
be far more financially beneficial to
have an experienced third party serve
as financial fiduciary due to the reduction of costs otherwise occasioned
by fiduciary errors and potential
malfeasance, outside professional ad-

vice and legal fees attendant to family
disharmony.
Unfortunately, attorney-client
discussions regarding financial fiduciary choices tend to be perfunctory. 6
When afforded a full discussion of the
pros and cons of financial fiduciary
choices, I have found that a large
majority of clients will choose a third
party over a child. Less divisive and
more constructive family input in the
post-death administration process can
be effectuated by reposing authority
in a child or children to discharge the
named third party financial fiduciary
and designate another independent
third party as successor. Parental concerns regarding a child’s adverse perception of such third party choice can
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be assuaged by including a “personal
declaration” provision in the governing instrument, clearly stating such
choice was made solely to minimize
any potential risk to family harmony
and avoid placing an administrative
burden on children.

Gifts, Loans, and Property Passing
Outside of the Testamentary
Document
A number of provisions can be
inserted in wills and revocable trusts
which reduce family disharmony by
eschewing frequently contentious
post-death administration situations.
For example, lifetime parental transfers often present post-death family
arguments, as well as legal and factual
issues. These include whether such
transfers were intended by the parents
to be gifts or loans, the terms of verbal loans, and the transfers’ intended
effect on children’s shares of the estate
or trust.
Thus, if gifts are not intended to
be treated as an advancement against
a donee/child’s share, the governing
instrument should so state. A viable
strategy for loans consistent with
most clients’ goals is to provide for
the forgiveness of verbal loans (due
to difficulty in proving status and
terms)7 and allocating the unpaid
balance of written loans to the child’s
share, irrespective of legal impediments to enforcement or any alleged
modifications not in writing.8
Similarly, with respect to addressing the far too common circumstance
of property passing directly to a child
as a surviving joint tenant or beneficiary outside of the testamentary
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instrument, the governing instrument
should specify whether any property
passing outside its provisions is to
be disregarded or instead treated as
an advancement against such child’s
dispositive share.9

Child’s Claim for Personal Services
Rendered to a Parent
Following the passing of a parent,
children frequently contend their
dispositive share should be increased
to account for pre-death personal
non-fiduciary services rendered to
their parent, such as care, financial
management, transportation, and meal
preparation. Such claims may be based
strictly on a “family equity” argument
or an asserted express or implied contract. Unless based on a written agreement, such claims often are without
legal merit and almost always result in
significant family disharmony.
To avoid such consequence, the
governing instrument may specify
parental intent that any such filial
services not rendered under a written agreement are to be considered
to have been rendered strictly out
of affection and not in anticipation
of any monetary remuneration. The
instrument may additionally provide
that the satisfaction of any such claim
would be treated as an advancement
against the child’s share of the estate
or trust.

Overbroad Use of “in Terrorem”
Provisions
Estate planning attorneys are also
well advised to discuss with clients
other provisions discouraging legal challenges to the estate plan or

providing for their resolution in a
manner more conducive to family
harmony. To that end, many estate
planning attorneys routinely employ “no contest” or “in terrorem”
clauses in wills and revocable trusts to
combat the risk of family litigation.
However, such clauses commonly are
too broadly drafted, potentially applying not only to a challenge of a dispositive provision or the instrument’s
integrity, but also to the seeking of an
interpretation of ambiguous clauses
or the raising of issues involving the
post-death administration of the will
or revocable trust.
Such use of overbroad “in terrorem” clauses is tantamount to using
a sledgehammer to kill a fly and has
a high failure rate as a preventative
strategy. They can cause litigation by
placing a child’s entire share at issue
in every conceivable circumstance
such clause might apply. Further,
courts often place legal limits on
their enforceability.10 Additionally,
overbroad and ambiguous language
can have a chilling effect on the
raising of quite legitimate legal and
administrative issues. None of these
consequences furthers family harmony. Such clauses normally should
be narrowly crafted and sparingly
used. Their most appropriate use is in
targeting challenges to the integrity of
the instrument, such as undue influence or incompetency claims that the
decedent’s attorney knows would be
specious.

Not Considering Inclusion of
Mediation and Arbitration Provisions
In addition to or in lieu of properly drafted “in terrorem” clauses,

consideration should be given to
including mediation and arbitration
provisions in the instrument. Controversies having children as adversaries
could be required to first be submitted to mediation, and if mediation
proves unsuccessful, to binding
arbitration.
Such provisions have many clear
advantages. First and foremost,
alternative dispute resolution is
much less damaging to family harmony than litigation.11 Moreover,
the proceedings are private, not a
matter of public record, more efficient, generally faster, and can be
far less costly.12 Because mediation
and binding arbitration normally
must be by agreement, a “stick” to
compel compliance among beneficiaries is usually needed.13 This can
be accomplished by providing in the
governing instrument for a forfeiture or substantial reduction of the
share of a dissenter who resorts to a
judicial resolution.

Inappropriately Disclosing Estate
Plan to Children
Conventional wisdom held by
the general public as well as many
estate planning professionals dictates
that parents should inform children
of their estate plans to clear the air
or to avoid surprises. Admittedly,
there are situations favoring at least a
limited disclosure of the estate plan.
For instance, discussing any family
business succession aspects of the plan
with children active in the business
is necessary to test the viability of the
succession plan. However, in most
other scenarios I believe that family
disclosure meetings generally present

far more family harmony problems
than they can potentially solve.
It is first important to be aware of
both parental expectancy levels and
the typical family milieu in which the
disclosure would take place. Just as
parents are less than accurate predictors of family disharmony that may
follow their deaths, they also tend to
overestimate the benefits of a disclosure meeting. Further, they normally
are overly optimistic about their
children’s objectivity, failing to appreciate it has often been fatally compromised by economic self-interest
and intra-family relationships. Finally,
disclosure may create an unhealthy air
of expectancy and unwanted in-law
participation.
The fact is, specific post-death
administration issues cannot even
be anticipated with any degree of
certainty during the parent’s lifetime.
Instead, such potential disputes are
best minimized by incorporating
the above-discussed strategies in the
estate planning process. With regard
to disharmony that might result from
elements of the plan a child might
not like, in my experience lifetime
parental disclosure of the estate plan
normally does little to reduce such
dislike or prevent it from being used
against siblings.
The better strategy is for the parent
to simply place a well-articulated rationale regarding anticipated sensitive
provisions in the parent’s will or revocable trust, keeping the sensibilities
of children in mind and noting the
estate plan was independently derived
and not the product of the influence
of any child.
Finally, parents should be counseled to consider three significant

downside risks to such disclosure
beyond simply not having the desired
effect. First, disclosure can create the
very disharmonious family circumstance it was intended to alleviate.
Lifetime disclosure and ensuing family discussions afford children an opportunity to discuss any elements of
the plan, often resulting in disheartening disagreements, arguments, and
in-fighting over provisions with which
they disagree. Children may pressure
parents to change the estate plan to
their own advantage to the consternation of their siblings and parents. If
parents do not agree to make such
changes, children tend to hold their
parents in disfavor. Children also
occasionally solicit parental gifts as
advances to “enjoy the benefits of our
inheritance now, at a time we can
most use it.” Even the relationship
of parents with their grandchildren
can be indirectly adversely affected.
Second, any such disharmony will
have presented itself during the parent’s lifetime and is likely to be quite
enduring. Third, any disharmony
among children emanating from such
disclosure will tend to exacerbate family disharmony during the post-death
administration of the parent’s estate
or trust.

Conclusion
The preservation of family harmony in the estate planning process
is only attainable through a holistic
approach combining appropriate
client counseling with ameliorative
document provisions. Achieving this
normally penultimate estate planning
goal is also essential in achieving the
other important estate goals of maxi-
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mizing the amount of assets passing
to family members and ensuring the
integrity of the estate plan. Estate
planning attorneys who give family
harmony its rightful priority will find
immediate credibility with clients, as
strategies fostering family harmony
reduce legal and administrative fees.
More importantly, such focus will
provide clients with a much greater
level of satisfaction with the entire
estate planning process. ■

Footnotes
1 See, e.g., Gen. Practice Session, Am.
Bar Ass’n., Wills and Estate Planning Guide: A State and Territorial Summary of Will and Intestacy Statutes (1995) (discussing
distribution to descendants, will
execution, estate planning, and
gifts without mention of family
harmony considerations).
2 See id. at 1–5 (discussing fiduciary
forms and responsibilities).
3 Although there was a wide range
(between 10 and 90 percent) in
the estimated degree of this risk
opined by a large number of estate
planning attorneys surveyed by the
author, the vast majority of such
opinions fell in the 25–50 percent
range.
4 See L. Rush Hunt & Lara Rae
Hunt, A Lawyer’s Guide to Estate
Planning: Fundamentals for the Legal Practitioner 125 (3d ed. 2004)
(discussing the tendency for family
fiduciaries to be less informed and
less diligent with their compliance
with provisions of the instrument
and the law).
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5 See Hunt & Hunt, supra note 4, at
126 (stating that the selection of a
financial fiduciary should be based
on factors like capability, experience, and reputation).
6 See id. at 125 (“[The] activities involved in estate settlement require
a more thorough discussion of this
important function [of estate asset
management] with the client than
simply asking whom they would
like to name as executor.”).
7 Such forgiveness should have no
adverse income tax consequence
to the promissor. The forgiveness
of debt under a will or revocable
trust in a family context constitutes a gift. See I.R.C. § 61(a)(12)
(2006).
8 Sometimes loans may be unenforceable for reasons such as a violation of the statute of limitations.
See 51 AM. JUR. 2D Limitations
§ 135 (2002) (“[i]n some jurisdictions, there are separate statutes of
limitations for written and unwritten contracts, and the statute for
written contracts is longer.”).
9 In the context used by the author,
the term “advancement” means
that the gift is treated as if it was
still part of the parent’s estate or
trust in determining the child’s
share and deemed distributed in
satisfaction of such share in the
same manner as an ademption.
10 Such clauses have historically been
favored by the courts in furthering
public policy objectives of discouraging litigation and upholding the
testator’s intent. The trend is now
in the opposite direction. Now,
a majority of states either do not
enforce such clauses or enforce
them only when the contestant

lacks probable cause for initiating
a judicial challenge to the testamentary instrument, which is the
position of the Uniform Probate
Code and the Third Restatement of Property. See Donna R.
Bashaw, Are In Terrorem Clauses
No Longer Terrifying? If So, Can
You Avoid Post-Death Litigation
with Pre-Death Procedures? 2
Nat’l. Acad. of Elder L. Att’ys J. 349
(2006) (discussing use of in terrorem clauses).
11 Studies have indicated that parties who go through mediation
are more likely to have a higher
satisfaction level than those who
litigate. See, e.g., Robert E. Emery,
Renegotiating Family Relationships:
Divorce Child Custody, and Mediation 184–93 (1994); Gwynn Davis
& Marian Roberts, Access to Agreement: A Consumer Study of Mediation in Family Disputes (1988).
12 See Jay E. Grenig, Alternative
Dispute Resolution 3–4 (3d ed.
2005) (discussing benefits of dispute resolution methods, including privacy and preservation of
relationships).
13 Thirty-five states and the District of Columbia have adopted
the Uniform Arbitration Act.
Unif. Arbitration Act, 7 U.L.A. 2
prefatory cmt. (2000). The federal
Arbitration Act governs arbitration in maritime transactions
and matters involving interstate
commerce. 9 U.S.C.A. § 2 (West
2007). As one would expect,
both acts require the unanimous
agreement of the parties to the
arbitration.

Political Action Committee

SENIOR NAELA Senior Rights PAC

RIGHTS
NAELA

Contribution Commitment Form

NAELA has created a federal political action committee, Senior Rights PAC, to increase our recognition
and effectiveness in the public policy arena. Please join your fellow NAELA members in this exciting time
as NAELA actively advocates for our Country’s seniors and persons with special needs!
Name ________________________________________________ Member ID ____________________________________________
Who contacted you
Occupation ___________________________________________ about contributing? _____________________________________
Employer ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
City _________________________________________________ State _______________________ Zip Code _________________
Phone ________________________________ Fax ____________________________ E-mail________________________________

Contribution





I wish to contribute $____________, as denoted below:
Patron: $1 - $499
Supporter: $500 - $999
 Benefactor: $2,500 - $4,999
Friend: $1,000 - $2,499
 Pacesetter: $5,000

Payment Details
 Enclosed is my personal check, payable to NAELA Senior Rights PAC
Personal checks are preferred. Corporate checks are not acceptable.
If this contribution is drawn on a partnership (including LLC) account, the contribution should be attributed to:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
If no name is indicated, NAELA will attribute the contribution to the partner who is the signatory on the contribution. This person’s
account should be charged with the contribution on the partnership’s books.

 Charge my Credit Card, details as follows:  American Express  Visa  MasterCard
Card Number ________________________________________________________ Expiration Date ______________________
Signature _______________________________________________________________________________________________
I certify that this is a personal or firm (partnership) credit card, not a corporate card.

Charge my credit card in ___ installments of $ ______ every ______ month(s) for a total amount of $____________

Please return Commitment Form and payment to:

NAELA SR-PAC, 1577 Spring Hill Road, Suite 220, Vienna, VA 22182 / Fax: 703-563-9504
Thank you for your generous support!
The purpose of the SR-PAC is to help elect candidates who will support the goals and objectives of NAELA. SR-PAC funds are used to make contributions to candidates for public office. The contribution amounts listed are only suggestions; more or less may be contributed (subject to a limit of $5,000 per donor per calendar
year). The amount given, or the refusal to give, will not benefit or disadvantage a member. You may refuse to contribute without reprisal. Only members of NAELA
may be solicited to contribute. We may not accept contributions from corporations, foreign nationals, federal government contractors, or by one person in the name of
another person, nor may we accept contributions of more than $5,000 per calendar year from any one contributor. Contributions are not tax deductible. Federal law
requires us to obtain and report the name, address, occupation and employer of each contributor who gives more than $200 in any calendar year.

FEATURED MEMBER
Every Vote Is Sacred
By Hugh Webster, Esq.

A

ll joking aside, whether cast in a Presidential
election, a school budget or on a NAELA
ballot, every vote counts. “One vote can set a
house right.” — Aeschylus (525–456 B.C.)
This is the dawn of an exciting day in the development of NAELA. Over the past year NAELA leadership
has taken bold steps to redefine and refocus the organization. Central to that refocus is creating a more inclusive
organization, one that hears and responds to the needs of
all members. NAELA is an organization with over 4,000
members. Each member has the ability to have their voice
heard and to help shape the future of NAELA. To ensure
that your voice is heard, it is imperative that each member
vote on each NAELA ballot.

Your Voice in NAELA
Every NAELA member has the right to vote in NAELA
elections. Typically the ballots will ask members to vote on
the election of the officers and directors. The election ballot
requires a simple majority of votes cast for the candidates
to be elected. Ballots also ask members to vote on issues
including amendments to the NAELA Bylaws. Changes to
the Bylaws shape the future of NAELA in a tangible way
and require a specific amount of member participation
before an amendment can pass.
The most recent proposed amendment was to add a new
emeritus membership category. The overwhelming percentage of votes were in favor of adding this new category.
However, the proposed amendment failed. Hardly a controversial issue, the amendment did not fail because of any
significant opposition. The problem was that the number
of ballots received did not meet the threshold required for
amendment of the Bylaws.
The NAELA Bylaws provide: “For adoption of any
proposed [Bylaw] amendment, the lesser of 350 ballots or
Hugh Webster is NAELA’s general counsel.
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ballots representing 10 percent of the total membership
must be received by the stated deadline.” NAELA has more
than 4,000 members, this means that at least 350 members
must vote in order for the Bylaws to be amended. The ballots returned on the last election represented fewer than six
percent of the membership at the time of the election.
The reason for the different voting requirements is a
matter of state law. NAELA is incorporated in Oregon, and
the Oregon Nonprofit Corporation Law therefore governs

Most matters submitted to an
association’s membership fail
not because of opposition,
but because of a lack of voter
participation.
the internal operations of NAELA. This statute is actually
quite favorable in many respects, particularly in terms of
allowing nonprofit corporations leeway in setting their own
rules of operation. A prime example is elections, in which
organizations may reduce the minimum participation
requirement, as NAELA has done.
But for Bylaw amendments, the Oregon statute mandates a certain percentage return for ballots. The rationale
has some logic to it: A Bylaw amendment should be able to
generate some minimal level of interest among the membership. The problem is that, like many vote requirements
in state corporation laws, it treats a failure to return a ballot
as an expression of a view on the amendment, while failure
to return a ballot may actually mean the member simply
chose not to participate. Most matters submitted to an association’s membership fail not because of opposition, but
because of a lack of voter participation.

You Have to Vote to Be Heard

Make Sure Your Member Record Is Up-to-Date

Low participation in voting is a challenge faced by most
national membership associations. To remedy this, almost
all national associations have adopted procedures to allow
for some kind of electronic voting by their memberships.
All voting by NAELA members is now by electronic ballot.
The primary motivation has been to increase the level of
member participation. The easier the voting process is, the
more likely members will take the time to cast a ballot, according to common wisdom.
However, many associations are seeing the exact opposite occur; voting often decreases, sometimes precipitously.
This is counterintuitive, and undoubtedly this trend will
be reversed over time. But for now it is a reality for many
groups. For NAELA, the 226 ballots cast this year actually represented an increase in participation, but just not
enough to carry an amendment to the Bylaws.

NAELA’s electronic voting occurs every spring before
the annual meeting. Members receive an e-mail containing
a link to the voting site along with their login information
for that particular election.
Make sure you receive information about the next
voting. Keep your contact information updated. You can
update your e-mail address through the NAELA web site:
www.NAELA.org (Members>My NAELA>My Profile).
If you don’t know your login information, e-mail Leah
Rose at lrose@NAELA.org for your unique username and
password.
The governance and operations of membership organizations are designed to be based on the will and preferences
of the members. This can only happen if members vote.
Your vote and your voice matter to NAELA. Please exercise
your most valuable NAELA member benefit and cast your
vote in the next election and Bylaw amendment. ■

Deadline for nominations is
September 7, 2009.

NAELA is proud to announce the third annual NAELA Elder
Leadership Award. The award will be presented at the NAELA
Public Benefits and Guardianship Institute, November 5-8, 2009,
in Jersey City, N.J.
The award ceremony will highlight the recipient’s life and work for
the benefit of seniors and will include a monetary contribution in
the recipient’s name to a charitable organization with whom the
award recipient has worked closely.
The award is designed to encourage and promote activism and
involvement for the betterment of the lives of seniors. NAELA
Members can nominate a person who meets the following criteria:
1. The candidate must have made a significant contribution to
seniors on a national level in the form of sustained exemplary
service, or as a result of an outstanding single achievement or
public service.
2. The candidate must have demonstrated by actions his or her
commitment to improving the lives of seniors.
3. The candidate’s contributions must have been made within the
United States or its territories.
Nominating Deadline: September 7, 2009.
Please use the Nominating Form found at www.NAELA.org, click
on Members>Elder Leadership Award. One form per nomination.
Multiple nominations from members are acceptable.
Completed forms can be e-mailed to nsween@naela.org, faxed to
703-563-9504, or mailed to NAELA, 1577 Spring Hill Road, Suite
220, Vienna, VA 22182.
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Phoenix Rising:
A Very Special Gathering
By Victoria E. Blair, Esq.

T

he NAELA Phoenix Rising Conference, a very
special gathering of elder law attorneys exploring
important issues concerning Special Needs law,
kicked off May 28, 2009. One hundred thirty
registrants dared to gather in Phoenix, Ariz., at the end of
May, where the locals felt relieved the heat hadn’t begun yet
and the visitors begged to differ.
Addressing a series of important special needs issues,
this program proved vital to the practice of all Elder Law
attorneys. Everything from the
basics of special needs trusts to
areas involving special needs
trust administration, pooled
trusts, special education issues,
employment law, housing
issues, and veteran’s benefits
were discussed.
This year’s program boasted
four tracks: “Bumps in the
Road,” “Education, Employment, Housing, and ADA
Issues,” “Pooled Trusts,” and
“Basics.” All of the sessions
were educational and following is a briefing on some of the
sessions at this year’s Special Needs Program.
Marty Omoto, a leading advocate in California for the
needs of persons with disabilities and seniors, began the
program speaking about effective advocacy for the disabled.
Marty is executive director of California Disability CommuVictoria E. Blair is a kickboxing instructor who happens to
also be a partner at the Tucson, Ariz., law firm of Fleming
& Curti, PLC. Her practice focuses mainly on government
benefits planning, which explains the need to kickbox.
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nity Action Network, of Sacramento, Calif. He has an e-mail
list of over 45,000 people, organizations, policy makers,
and media who get his regular updates on California events.
Strong advocacy movements are especially urgent in our current economic crisis, where legislators have been proposing
cuts to necessary programs serving our disabled and elderly
population. Strong advocacy, Marty pointed out, is vital to
our battle to keep these programs alive.
Kathie Snow, a charismatic and entertaining speaker,
and author of Disability is Natural, taught us how disability
is one of the many natural characteristics of being human.
Her very practical and enlightening words about distinguishing a disability and society’s response to it shed light
on the danger and detriment of labeling those with disabilities. Her web site is www.DisabilityIsNatural.com.
She surprised most of us when she explained that the
term “special needs” is outdated and detrimental. “Special
needs” is a term, Kathie explained, that generates pity. She
stressed that the problem with being disabled is not the
disability but the degradation from others is what is most
damaging.
In the session titled “We Have a Dream — How to Run
Good Pooled Trusts That Will Benefit the Community,”
NAELA members Renee Colwill Lovelace, CELA, and
M. Eric Solem, Esq., spoke thoroughly on pooled trusts,
still a new trust model in many states. Renee and Eric
discussed the many challenges in the creation and successful implementation of a pooled trust. Perhaps the most
challenging is the effective care management part of pooled
trusts, where the trustee must become responsible for the
distinct needs of the beneficiaries.
Daniel Fortuno, a lively speaker on government benefits
(who describes his speaking skills as a mix between those
of Billy Graham and Susan Powters) shared the tricks of
the trade to quickly qualifying a client for Social Security

Two nonprofit organizations providing dog training for service
and companion animals described their processes and
provided a demonstration.

Disability. Daniel is the executive director of the Benefits
Education Center, in San Francisco, Calif. According
to the Social Security Administration, 70 percent of all
applications are denied. Daniel explained how to file the
application and what to provide to the Social Security office to most effectively qualify an applicant. Daniel stressed
the importance of understanding the Social Security rules,
using Social Security rule language, and submitting the
application with as much documentation as possible. Although many applications take over six months, Daniel has
an impressive record for getting a client qualified for Social
Security benefits: seven days.
In “Special Education 101: An Introduction to the
Critically Important, but Frequently Overlooked, Public
Benefit,” Edmund Law, Esq., explained the substantive law
and its application for access to special education programs.
This information is so important for all of our clients with
school-aged children to maximize their potential in the
education system.
William L.E. Dussault, Esq., informed us on the history
of the disability rights movement. The knowledge of the
history of disability rights gives us ammunition to deal
with the current situation of the large number of people
with disabilities in our country not currently receiving services. Typically these folks are residing with aging parents.
The concern is that when their parents pass away, or are
unable to continue to care for these children, society will

need to have the insight and resources to provide for their
needs, including education, housing, and social integration.
Mr. Dussault got us all thinking when he had us
imagine life being spent with people who are paid to be
with us, and how emotionally damaging that could be.
Speaking from the point of view of people with disabilities,
he also introduced us to the term fund sucker, which is a
professional who lives off of people with disabilities. Mr.
Dussault provided us with legal history and perhaps a different perspective on life as a person living with disabilities.
In a session held by Rebecca L. Berg, CELA, and Lauchlin T. Waldoch, CELA, the importance of trust protectors
in relation to pooled trusts was addressed, particularly to
mediate disputes between trustees and beneficiaries. Trust
protectors can also be functional in the multistate pooled
trust, where the trustee may not necessarily be aware of all
the service providers in a particular area.
In “123s and ABCs of SNTs,” Howard D. Berk, Esq.,
Kerry R. Peck, Esq., and Diana Law, Esq., gave those new
to Special Needs Law informative basics about special
needs trusts and offered the crowd an opportunity to
have their burning questions about this specialized area
answered.
In “Trustee or Not to Trustee,” Robert Fleming, CELA;
Robert W. Fechtman, CELA; Ruthann P. Lacey, CELA; and
Mary T. Schmitt Smith, CELA, discussed the many pros and
cons of acting as a trustee. Attendees were across the board
in terms of whether they were personally willing to act as

William L.E. Dussault, Esq., talked about the history of the
disability rights movement.
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NAELA 2009 Summer Special Needs Program
Steering Committee and Section Liaisons

In a session held by Rebecca L. Berg, CELA, and Lauchlin T.
Waldoch, CELA, the importance of trust protectors in relation
to pooled trusts was addressed, particularly to mediate
disputes between trustees and beneficiaries.

trustee. It seemed as though those who didn’t want to take
on the trustee responsibilities felt quite strongly about it.
Craig Reaves, CELA, in a session titled “Mission Possible,” shared with us a very special program in Mission,
Kan., near Kansas City. The Mission Project is a program
for fairly high functioning adults with developmental
disabilities created by parents of children with disabilities.
This successful program helps create independent and safe
living environments for participants, as well as provide an
opportunity to enroll in a multitude of fun and educational
programs.
Barbara Isenhour, Esq., gave us an overview of some
very important government benefits programs sometimes
overlooked: TANF, Food Stamps and Subsidized Housing. These areas are often difficult to become educated
about due to the lack of coordination of eligibility rules.
She suggested consulting with local legal aid offices to get
assistance with particular cases. Barbara most often sees the
importance of knowledge of these benefits programs in personal injury/medical malpractice cases where settlements
are to fund a special needs trust and the beneficiary and/or
beneficiary’s family rely on the programs.
The Saturday morning General Session was a highlight
of the program — especially for special needs advocates
who also happened to be animal lovers. Two nonprofit
organizations providing dog training for service and
companion animals described their processes and pro-
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Christine A. Alsop
Advocacy/Litigation Section
Robert F. Brogan, CELA
Special Needs Law Section
Martha C. Brown, CELA
Special Needs Program
Co-Chair
Wendy S. Capelletto
Guardianship/Capacity
Section
Stephen W. Dale
Barbara S. Hughes
Natalie J. Kaplan
Healthcare Section
Catherine Leas, CELA
Renee C. Lovelace, CELA

Janet L. Lowder, CELA
Special Needs Program
Co-Chair
Arthur L. Malisow, CELA
Sanford J. Mall, CELA
Benefits & Financing Section
Thomas J. Murphy
Practice Development /
Practice Management
Section
Wayne M. Pecht
Tax Section
Jennifer L. Snyder
Young/New Attorneys Section
R. Eric Solem
Kelly A. Thompson

vided a demonstration. Kerry Saxby, representing Canine
Companions for Independence (www.caninecompanions.
org) and Julie Arnold, JD, MSW, who has a long history
of training standard poodles for Support Dogs, Inc. (www.
supportdogs.org) described the rigorous selection, training and winnowing process, leading to a small fraction of
dogs actually entering into service. Four presenters had the
unenviable challenge of following the dogs.
Bradley Frigon, CELA, explained the interplay of special
needs trusts, qualified retirement plans, and taxation, with
particular emphasis on how — and when — to name a

Special Thanks to Our Sponsors
Silver Sponsor
METDESK
Metlife’s Division of
Estate Planning for
Special Kids
Brian Finn
300 Davidson Ave., Area 2m
109
Somerset, NJ 08873
Phone: 732-893-3268
BFinn@metlife.com
www.metlife.com/DESK

Thursday Morning Break:
Visit with Exhibitors
Sponsor
MERRILL LYNCH & CO., INC.

Special Needs Financial
Services Group
Christopher Sullivan, III
1700 Merrill Lynch Drive
Pennington, NJ 08534
866-611-0509
chris_sullivan@ml.com
www.totalmerrill.com/special
needs

Learning, Networking, and Having Fun
The inaugural NAELA Special Needs Program, Phoenix Rising “Helping Everyone Find Their Wings,” was held at
the Arizona Grand Resort in Phoenix, Ariz., May 27-30, 2009. With 138 attendees, this desert resort setting was
the perfect opportunity to learn more about Special Needs Law. Everyone had the opportunity to network with
other Special Needs practitioners — experienced as well as those new to Special Needs Law. Joining the group
were Pooled Income Trust mangers and Professional Fiduciaries. The program began with a continental breakfast
sponsored by MetDESK. MetDESK unveiled its new presentation of “Helping Siblings of Special Needs Family
Members.” Later that morning, Merrill Lynch Special Needs Group sponsored a coffee break. The day ended with
a lovely opening reception on the patio of the conference center. Because the hot Phoenix temperature dropped
to a delightful evening temperature, all enjoyed the event.
Sunday morning the attendees were invited to the inaugural Craig Gordon morning walk. Thomas Murphy, a
local NAELA member, led the invigorating climb up South Mountain with a commentary about Phoenix. While many
found that this “walk” quickly became a hike, all enjoyed Tom’s historical/sociological commentary. All of the participants returned feeling energized and ready for a wonderful day at the program. Craig would be proud!
There was also a Western cookout, which was held high above the resort. The setting was breathtaking and
allowed you to view most of Phoenix at night. Added to the fun was the beautiful Arizona Grand Resort, which
is a resort hotel with a water park. NAELA members and their families enjoyed the amenities. The young and old
greatly enjoyed The Lazy River. In fact, one program committee member thought that was the best part of the
program! All agreed that NAELA should return to Phoenix in the future and that the Special Needs Program should
become a regular part of the NAELA programming. So keep a look out for information on NAELA’s second Special
Needs Law Program, scheduled for the winter of 2010.
—Martha C. Brown, CELA, 2009 Special Needs Program Co-Chair

special needs trust as beneficiary of an IRA or qualified
plan. He also described the steps necessary to fix problems
after improper or disadvantageous beneficiary designations.
Jose Tarshis, president of Careers Beyond Disability,
provided a practical view of trust-owned businesses. He
described how a beneficiary with a disability might be able
to work part time in a business owned by the trust, while
keeping an eye on earnings limits so as not to interrupt
benefits eligibility.
Bridget O’Brien Swartz, CELA, and Robert Fleming,
CELA, described how one might approach the calculation of how much of a personal injury settlement ought
to be placed in a structured-settlement annuity, and how
to avoid problems of overstructuring settlements. Their
analysis: When a special needs trust is involved, think of
the structured settlement as a fixed-income investment
(and probably a tax-advantaged investment at that) but
maintain sufficient flexibility and investment diversification
to support the beneficiary’s needs.
Phoenix Rising Special Needs Program proved to be
very successful. NAELA attorneys learned substantive law,
practical considerations, and resources to be effective client

advocates. We were also able to spend time with one another and enjoy each other’s company. Whether it be at the
outdoor lunch (yes, we survived an afternoon outdoors in
the desert), pool party at Bridget Swartz’s house (no bathing suit photos have surfaced ... yet), the 6 a.m. NAELA
desert hike dedicated to Craig Gordon, the happy hour
in Cathy Leas’ room, or a western hoe down at Rustler’s
Roost, this year’s program was memorable to say the least!
Thank you to the NAELA 2009 Summer Special Needs
Program Steering Committee, Section Liasons, NAELA
on-site staff, exhibitors and all of the wonderful speakers
for making this program possible! ■
Did You Miss the 2009
Summer Special Needs Program?
If you missed the 2009 Summer Special Needs Program
you can still attend the seminars through NAELA’s Online
Education Library (www.NAELA.org, click on Events >
Online Education Library).
Course materials are included in electronic format.
And you can earn CLEs for many of the seminars.
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Navigating IRS Rules After
Death of IRA Owner
By Robert C. Anderson, CELA

M

ost non-spouse retirement plan beneficiaries
do not understand their distribution rights
when they inherit a taxable traditional IRA or
employer-provided retirement plan. Most are
surprised that they do not need to take a lump sum distribution, but can minimize income tax by spreading the “inherited
IRA” over several years — and even can set up a new “stretch”
IRA over their life expectancy. A stretch IRA can double or
even triple their money if they just follow the Required Minimum Distribution (RMD) rules — annually withdrawing the
required minimum over their life expectancy.
Tax law changes in 2007 allowed greater flexibility in
stretching distributions by rolling the beneficiary’s share of
the IRA or employer-provided retirement plan into another
IRA plan — tax free. The Elder Law attorney can guide the
beneficiary in accomplishing this.
Before the beneficiary elects either the stretch distribution
or does a rollover/transfer, the first step, described below, is
to withdraw the deceased owner’s last RMD if required.

Step One: Handling Year-of-Death Required Minimum
Distribution for Owners Age 70½ or Older
• Last RMD for deceased owner age 70½ or older, if not
taken, must be withdrawn before December 31 of year
of death by the designated beneficiary(ies).
• If not done before this date, a 50 percent penalty applies.
• On the date of death, ownership rights transfer to the
beneficiary(ies ).
• Thus, withdrawal must be done by beneficiary(ies) and
tax will be owed by them.
• Last RMD cannot be stretched.
Robert Anderson, Marquette, Mich., holds a Master of Law in
Taxation, is a Certified Elder Law Attorney, NAELA member,
and NAELA News Editorial Committee member.
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• Any individual beneficiary may take the RMD or it can
be shared among multiple beneficiaries.
• The withdrawal is taken under beneficiary’s Social Security number, not decedent’s.

Step Two: Beneficiary Considers Option to Disclaim
• Must be done within nine months of death.
• Cannot receive any funds before disclaiming, including
year-of-death RMD.

Step Three: Year After Year-of-Death Beneficiary
Distribution Decisions Should Be Made
• In general, these decisions should be made no later than
September 30 of the year after the year of death.
• Surviving spouses: Option of choice is rollover into IRA
in own name, but may elect Five-Year Rule (all funds
withdrawn within five years) or life-expectancy stretch
(all funds withdrawn over life expectancy of beneficiary).
• Non-spouse beneficiary: Elect Five-Year Rule or lifeexpectancy stretch.
• If beneficiaries fail qualification test, then they are stuck
with Five-Year Rule (if owner died before 70½) or owner’s
remaining life expectancy (if owner died after 70½).

Step Four: Comply with September 30 Beneficiary
Designation Date (DD)
The date of September 30 the year after the year of
death identifies who official beneficiaries are for figuring
life expectancy to use for stretch (if any).
• Shake-out period is from death until DD.
• Used to cash-out or get disclaimer from undesirable beneficiaries (e.g., charity or older person) or to split.

Calendar of Events
Go to www.NAELA.org and click on “Events” for
more information.

NAELA Events
• If multiple beneficiaries, try to avoid including oldest beneficiary within Beneficiary Club (that is whose
life expectancy is used to calculate distributions for all
beneficiaries).
• Correct account titling is:
• Must leave decedent’s name on account.
• Must add beneficiary’s Social Security number and
name.
• Example: “James Johnson IRA (deceased 7/10/09)
FBO Mary Johnson (her SSN).”
• Notify IRA plan of official beneficiaries and distribution options selected for each (certified mail with return receipt).
• Notify IRA plan of successor beneficiary designation.

Step Five: October 31 Trust Deadline
• If trust is named, the trust document or its summary
must be sent to IRA plan by October 31 of year after
year of death.

Step Six: December 31 Deadline
• Separate shares for multiple beneficiaries must be set up
by December 31 of year after year of death — but this
may be too late to correctly handle last RMD or beneficiary identification on September 30 (DD).
• If stretch is selected, first RMD must be received by
beneficiary by December 31. If not done by December
31, then Five-Year Rule applies.

Special Notes
• Starting in 2010, employer-retirement plans are supposed to allow inherited IRA beneficiaries to effect an
IRA rollover, but a trust-to-trust transfer to an IRA can
be done before 2010.
• The pre-59½ early withdrawal penalty does not apply to
inherited IRAs. ■

Congratulations to the Newest Certified Elder Law Attorneys
Sol Lovas, Billings, Mont.
Jennifer A. O’Neill, Hudson, Wis.
Brenda D. Colbert, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Tammy A. Weber, Williamsport, Pa.

November 4, 2009. NAELA Board of Directors Meeting.
Open to all NAELA members. Hyatt Regency Jersey City,
Jersey City, N.J.
November 5–8, 2009. NAELA Doubleheader: The Public
Benefits and Guardianship Institute (November 6–8) &
Introduction to Special Needs and Elder Law (November
5–7). Hyatt Regency Jersey City, Jersey City, N.J. Hotel
Reservations: 800-233-1234. Visit www.NAELA.org for
more information.
January 21–23, 2010. NAELA UnProgram. Grapevine Texas.
Watch for details. Embassy Suites reservations: 972-7242600 (reference NAELA).
NAELA Board of Directors Meetings are open to all NAELA
members. Meeting announcements and minutes from
past Board of Directors meetings are posted on www.
NAELA.org, click on Members>NAELA Operations>Board
of Directors.

Chapter and Section Events
December 4–5, 2009. Academy of Florida Elder Law
Attorneys 2009 UnProgram. Orlando, Fla. December 4:
AFELA/NAELA member attorneys only. Limited to first 50
attendees. December 5: Open to all attorneys. Limited to
first 100 attendees. More information at www.afela.org.

NAELA Telephonic Programming
You and your staff can get the training you need to be
on top of current Elder Law and Special Needs Law
issues — without leaving your office. To register and
for more information, go to www.NAELA.org and
look under Events for the Online Education Library.
Each program is 90 minutes and costs $95.
September 16, 2009, 2 pm EST. Client Confidentiality
Issues, Nancy Gibson
October 8, 2009, 2 pm EST. Protecting the Home — How
to Best Achieve Your Planning Goals in the Face of
Nursing Home Costs, Tim Crawford
October 21, 2009, 2 pm EST. How to Use Care Managers
in an SNT Practice, Rick Courtney and K.T. Whitehead
November 17, 2009, 2 pm EST. VA Benefits, Rick Law
December 2, 2009, 2 pm EST. Planning to Reduce Estate/
Guardianship Litigation, Wendy Sheinberg

Past Telephonic Events are also available. Go to www.
NAELA.org and look under Events for the Online
Education Library.
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Do We Really Need
CELA and CAP?
By Mary WanderPolo, CELA and Wendy H. Sheinberg, CELA

T

here has been a lot of noise about the NAELA
Council of Advanced Practitioners (CAP) on
various Member and Certified Elder Law Attorney (CELA) e-mail lists recently. Everyone
has an opinion and wants to express it but much of what
is bantered about is speculation. We thought it was time to
clear the air about the CELA and CAP designations.
The NAELA CAP is different from the National Elder
Law Foundation (NELF) CELA designation. It is important to note that NAELA CAP is a part of NAELA. Eligibility for NAELA CAP membership is not an automatic
NAELA member benefit; however, every NAELA member
can aspire to become a NAELA CAP.
There are three requirements for membership in
NAELA CAP:
1. Must be a NAELA member for at least 10 consecutive
years.
2. Must be a CELA or a NAELA Fellow.
3. Must have an AV rating from Martindale Hubbell.
A NAELA member satisfying all three requirements is
eligible for nomination as a NAELA CAP member. Nominations of eligible members are then submitted and the
Mary WanderPolo, CELA, CAP, Montclair, N.J., is the
principal attorney of WanderPolo Law, LLC. She has 23
years of experience in the fields of estate planning, Elder
Law, and disability planning. Mary is co-chair of the
Program Committee of NAELA’s Council of Advanced
Practitioners. Wendy H. Sheinberg, CELA , Garden City,
N.Y., is a NAELA Fellow and a partner in the law firm of
Davidow, Davidow, Siegel & Stern LLP.
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entire membership of NAELA CAP votes on the individual’s nomination. Once the NAELA CAP membership votes
to admit a new nominee that person then pays the separate
dues for NAELA CAP membership.
Membership in NAELA CAP requires the payment
of the regular NAELA dues plus an additional $1,125 in

NAELA CAP was developed in
response to demands from longtime members of NAELA for
more advanced programming.
separate NAELA CAP membership dues. The dues are paid
to NAELA. NAELA keeps a separate accounting of the
NAELA CAP dues, and NAELA CAP has its own budget.
All costs of NAELA CAP are paid for from the CAP budget out of the CAP portion of the dues paid by NAELA
CAP members. NAELA CAP is not underwritten by any
of the funds paid by the general membership of NAELA.
Rather, in recent years the NAELA CAP budget surplus
has been used by the NAELA general membership when
necessary.
In addition to the financial cost of membership, NAELA
CAP members are required to contribute to the NAELA
general membership in a number of ways, which include
serving on NAELA committees, writing for NAELA publications, and teaching at NAELA programs.

While both the CELA designation and NAELA CAP
originated in response to the desires of the NAELA membership, they each grew out of very different needs of the
NAELA membership. The CELA designation was the result of NAELA membership requests for a means to differentiate between those who focus their practice on elder and
disability law and those general practice attorneys who may
occasionally venture into the practice area. The goal was
to establish a brand that could be nationally recognized as
the “mark” of an experienced elder law attorney. NELF was
established to be a certifying organization and to promote
CELA as the indication of excellence in Special Needs Law
and Elder Law. NELF was not designed to be an educational organization or a professional networking organization. CELAs pay separate dues to NELF, and NELF is a
separate entity from NAELA with its own budget and bearing its own costs.
NAELA CAP was developed in response to demands
from long-time members of NAELA for more advanced
programming. When NAELA CAP was first started, the

The CELA designation was the
result of NAELA membership
requests for a means to
differentiate between those who
focus their practice on elder
and disability law and those
general practice attorneys who
may occasionally foray into the
practice area.
programming that NAELA was providing was not meeting
the perceived needs of the more advanced practitioners. At
the same time that NAELA CAP was started NELF began
to sponsor more advanced programming for the CELAs at
NAELA programs.
The general membership fee paid by each NAELA CAP
member includes membership and registration for all
NAELA CAP programs. Since there is no separate regis-

tration fee for NAELA CAP programs, the NAELA CAP
members pay for their programs, whether they attend them
or not. Like all NAELA members, NAELA CAP members
pay a separate registration fee for all other general NAELA
programs they attend.
NELF and NAELA are working together to see to it
that NAELA CAP members and attorneys with the CELA
designation actively contribute to the NAELA membership
at large.
NAELA and its Council of Advanced Practitioners have
been working toward programming that will benefit the
membership in general while answering the needs of the
Advanced Practitioners. Some of the programming ideas
being explored include holding NAELA CAP events simultaneously with the Basic Programs. NAELA CAP programs
do not follow the same format as other NAELA programs.
NAELA CAP programs are intensive, interactive daylong
programs. In order to preserve the truly advanced nature of
the NAELA CAP programming the participation is limited
to NAELA CAP members. This is not an attempt to foster
elitisms, or to segregate the membership, rather the purpose
is to meet the objectives of NAELA when NAELA CAP was
created, which was to provide an advanced level of programming for the most experienced of the NAELA membership.
Both NAELA and NELF are refocused and re-energized
by the recent changes in management. It is a desire of leadership in both organizations that the creation of NAELA CAP,
NELF CELA, and the NAELA Young/New Attorney Section will enable us to meet the needs of all members and to
facilitate interaction between practioners of varying experience
levels. Recent initiatives include the participation of a Young/
New Attorney Section Liaison with both NAELA News and
NAELA Journal. Additionally a new program looks to pair
seasoned practioners with new members in the creation of
scholarly articles for NAELA Journal. The hope is to increase
the quantity and quality of publishable articles while providing
meaningful learning and publication opportunities for new
members and to enable NAELA to recognize and identify the
talents and skills of our newer members.
Only by recognizing and meeting the needs of our
diverse membership can NAELA continue to be truly
relevant to all of our members. We look forward to the
continued growth and diversification of our membership
and to the challenges of evolving to meet those emerging
needs. ■
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November 5-8, 2009 • Hyatt Regency Jersey City • Jersey City, New Jersey
NAELA is pitching a Doubleheader beginning with the Introduction to
Special Needs and Elder Law Program followed by the Public Benefits
and Guardianship Institute.
Introduction to Special Needs and Elder Law has a
terrific line-up of speakers and topics.
• Elder Law Ethics
• Nursing Home Issues
• Medicaid Issues
• Special Needs Law and Trust Drafting
• Planning for Incapacity
• Operating and Managing an Elder Law and Disability
Practice
• Representing a Client with Marginal Capacity
The Public Benefits and Guardianship Institute will be
presented in two simultaneous tracks — a Public Benefits
Track and a Guardianship Track.

And on Saturday morning, a Veteran’s Administration
General Session covering VA benefits planning will be
held.
You definitely want to reserve your seat now for
NAELA’s 2009 Doubleheader. The program will provide
both education and networking opportunities. Its
been designed for both the newer and the seasoned
practitioner alike.
For more information, please visit www.NAELA.org or
contact NAELA’s Director of Meetings and Education,
Casey Anderson, canderson@naela.org.

